Accessories 2

Moon Shot

J. Theine (2019)

\( \text{JFK Rice} \) recording

1) Liftoff!!!

Sus. Cymb. w/ stick

Brake Drum

Woodblock

\( \text{Moon Shot} \) J. Theine (2019)

Accessories 2
"Liftoff" recording
Begin as soon as ready under recording. Stay at pp until after recording and then flare up.

"On your way" recording
Slow \( \dot{\text{d}} = \text{c. 80} \)

2) From the Earth to the Moon

Wind Chimes...slowly and randomly up or down.

Triangles (4 different sizes) - let ring
3) The Eagle Had Landed

Presto (M.M. \( \frac{3}{4} \) = c. 160)
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Moon Shot

"Landing" recording

Moderato \( \dot{\text{d}} = \text{c. 108} \)

"One Small Step" recording